Language Acquisition
Cognitive Psychology:
Week 10

• Is the ability to learn language a result of
– Innate mechanisms, or
– General-purpose learning mechanism?

• Innate mechanisms
Language acquisition

1. Time course of language
development
• Children learn language through
remarkably similar basic stages

Basic Stages
2. Babbling —> (~ 6 months)

– Present in all normal individuals; acquired
automatically without specific instruction
– Domain specific
– Critical period
– heritable

Basic Stages
1. Cooing —> (1st few months)
• Small range of meaningless sounds
• Simple ‘goo’ sounds; gurgling

Basic Stages
2. Babbling —> (~ 6 months)

• Large range of meaningless sounds
• No linguistic intent; just playing w/ the
apparatus

ASL Babbling movie here!

• Even deaf children babble, in sign!
• Gradually becomes more like talking
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Basic Stages
3. Single Words —> (~10-12 months; girls 1st)
•

Names (Mommy, dada), Objects (spoon, doggy),
Actions (eat, push), Greetings (bye-bye)

• Parents typically know all the words!
• No ‘function words’ (a, is, to)
• No inflections (plural, tense)

Basic Stages
4. 2-Word Utterances —> (~ 2 years)
• E.g. ‘Mommy sock’, ‘no eat’
• Consistent Word Order
‘Mommy throw’ and ‘throw ball’ — but
never ‘ball throw’ or ‘throw mommy’
Deaf isolates do not go beyond this stage

Basic Stages
5. Complex Utterances —> (after 2 years)
Vocab takes off!
• Parents can no longer keep track
• A 5-year-old knows ~ 10,000 words!!
• Between 2 and 5, they average ~ 10 words/day
— almost 1/hour!

Language Acquisition
• Innate mechanisms
– Present in all normal individuals; acquired
automatically without specific instruction
– Domain specific
– Critical period
– heritable

Steady Growth of Grammatical Complexity
• 5 yrs ==> roughly adult grammar
• Longer + also more complex (e.g. embedding)

2. Domain specificity
• Dissociation between language and
general intelligence:
– Impaired language ability, preserved
intelligence
• SLI; aphasia

Specific language impairment (SLI)
General intelligence ok; hereditary

E.g. the ‘wug’ test
This is a wug. Oh, look, here are two of them;
there are two ______.

–&

Typical 4-year-olds

– Preserved language ability, impaired
intelligence

One individual with SLI

• Spina Bifida; Williams’s syndrome

Blurt out “wugs!”

“Wug . . . Wugness, isn’t it? No. I see. You
want to pair . . . pair it up.
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Broca’s aphasia

The opposite dissociation
• Excellent language abilities coexist with
severe retardation
• Example 1: “Spina Bifida”: malformation
of the vertebrae => hydrocephalus
(occasionally) => severe retardation, but
language OK.
• Example 2: Williams Syndrome

Insert video here

Language as Specialized
Williams Syndrome
Elf-like facial appearance, heart defects. Moderate
retardation: only rudimentary
math/reading/writing. But language is more fluent
and advanced than their peers!

• Often so talkative
that their retardation
goes undiagnosed

The case of domain specificity
• Double dissociation
• Language impaired, otherwise OK
– Specific Language Impairment
– Broca’s aphasia

• Language OK, intelligence impaired

Williams Syndrome
-SK, 21-y, verbal IQ = 69
-Could read, liked novels about vampires
-Question: “What is a vampire?”
-“Oooh, a vampire is a man who climbs into

ladies' bedrooms in the middle of the night and
sinks his teeth into their necks
-Question: “Why do vampires do this?”
-“I've never thought about that.” (after long pause)

Language Acquisition
• Innate mechanisms
– Present in all normal individuals; acquired
automatically without specific instruction
– Domain specific
– Critical period
– heritable

– Spina Bifida
– Williams Syndrome

• Language separate from other cognition
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Examples: Isabelle, Genie, &
Chelsea

3. Critical Period
A time of life where are brains are prepared to
construct mental grammars. (Details to come…)
• Linguistic input is still important
• Innateness arguments: Children are not born to
speak, but they are born to have the ability to
learn language
• Other learning can be acquired later in life, but
language acquisition is best in children

Genie
• Discovered at 13
• Went through 1- and 2-word
stages almost immediately
• Fast/varied vocab acquisition,
w/ plurals & possessives
• Eventually plurals,
possessives

Never beyond 2.5-year level

• “Isabelle” (code name)
–
–
–
–
–
–

Hidden away by deranged mother
Minimal attention, never spoken to
Discovered at 6, had no language
Cog development < a normal 2-year-old
Then …
1 year later ___________________________

Chelsea
• Born deaf, mistakely diagnosed as retarded
• Raised at home, no exposure to sign language or
speech training
• Otherwise healthy and normal
• Age 31, test shown merely deaf, can hear well
w/ hearing aids
• Acquired a sizable vocabulary
• No grammar. Say “breakfast eating girl”,
“banana the eat”

Negatives, articles . . .

Isabelle, Genie, & Chelsea
• Isabelle OK, Genie and Chelsea not OK, why?
• Age 6 is not late enough,13 or 31 is too late.

Critical period
• Isabelle, Genie, Chelsea
• Second language learning

• Objections:
• Tragic and complex cases, what about normal
people?
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Second language learning
• First stages: adults better than children
• long-term outcome: children >> adults
• Johnson & Newport (1989)
–
–
–
–

Native Chinese & Korean speakers
Came to US at varying ages
Immense exposure to English for > 5 years
Judge whether a sentence is grammatical (e.g., “The
farmer bought two pig at the market”, “The little boy
is speak to a policeman”)
– Age of exposure matters, # of years of experience
does not

Objections:
• What about exceptional cases?
• Older individuals already had a language,
which may interfere with 2nd language
acquisition.
• Deal with the objections
– Acquisition of 1st language late in life

• Insert CNN video here

Deaf children’s ASL
Native Learners : children of deaf signing parents
Early Learners : first exposed to ASL 4-6
Late Learners : first exposed to ASL after 12
• All fine on basic word order. On subtleties
such as inflection, though, Natives > Earlies
> Lates

The Critical Period
Independent of Critical Period
Basic word-order, Basic vocabulary

Dependent on Critical Period

Finely tuned phonology (e.g. accent-free
speech), inflection systems, subtle syntax (e.g.
negation, wh-questions)

Pidgins
Makeshift languages used to ease
communication in multilingual communities
• E.g. Hawaii in the 1870s

•

Laborers came to sugar plantations from China,
Japan, Korea, Protugal, the Phillipines, Puerto Rico .
..

Syntactically impoverished, w/ no word order

Creoles
Answer

They invent a new language, based on the
pidgin, but with many more grammatical
properties!
• Uniform word order
• Complex syntax
• Function words

No function words (aux. verbs, inflections, articles . .

What about kids who grow up learning the
pidgin?
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Creoles
• Example: Simon (deaf)
– Parents were late ASL learners, provide
Simon with only ASL input
– Simon’s own ASL is refined, expanded,
grammatical.

• A single child can create a whole new
language!
These properties evidently occurred nowhere in
their environment, so where did they come from?

Language Acquisition
• Innate mechanisms
– Present in all normal individuals; acquired
automatically without specific instruction
– Domain specific
– Critical period
– heritable

Language and cognitive module

4. Heritable?
• SLI runs in families
– But, immersed in an environment with bad linguistic
input

• Twin studies
– Concordance rates: the degree to which “if one twin is
impaired at certain language tasks, the other is also
impaired”.
– Stromwold (1996): 400 identical twins (100% shared
gene) & 293 fraternal twins (50% shared gene)
– Identical twin: 75% concordance rate; fraternal twins:
45% concordance rate

Home work

• Domain specific

– Double dissociation b/w language-impairment and
retardation

• Innate

– Critical period
• Isabelle, Genie, Chelsea
• Second language learning
• Deaf children’s American Sign Language learning

– Pidgins & Creoles

• Hard-wired

– Broca’s area; LSI heredity; 1 st vs. 2 nd language region
difference

• Textbook reading: Reisberg D (2001),
Chapter 10.
• Outside reading (no written
homework): Kim, Relkin, Lee, Hirsch
(1997). Distinct cortical areas associated
with native and second language.
(Written homework for Graduate
students required. Due 1/5/05)
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